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Abstract Hierarchically branched structures have
attracted particular attention for the application in
photocatalysis owing to their special physicochemical
features. But the construction of hierarchical branch
semiconductors is usually expensive and complex. In
this work, a novel double-sided comb-like fluoride (F−)
and cerium (Ce3+) co-doped monoclinic BiVO4 macro/
nanostructured photocatalyst (BFCe) was successfully
prepared through coupling via a facile hydrothermal
method and calcination at 500 °C. A possible growth
mechanism of the double-sided comb-like monoclinic

BiVO4 was proposed and discussed. Compared with
undoped (BVO) and F (BF) and Ce (BCe) single-
doped bismuth vanadate, the BFCe sample (the mass
ratio of Ce3+ to F− was 1:2) exhibited considerably
increased photocatalytic performance toward degrading
the rhodamine blue dye (94.8%) and water splitting (O2

evolution was 338.59 μmol/g). Experimental results
showed that the F− and Ce3+ doping expands the visible
light absorbance while enhancing the specific surface
area. Thus, the double doping of F− and Ce3+ provided a
synergistic effect, resulting in optimized photocatalytic
decomposition efficiency, as corroborated by lumines-
cence spectroscopy measurements. This work can serve
as a useful guide for the engineering design of novel
micro/nanomaterial with an increased catalytic perfor-
mance for various applications.
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Introduction

The increased interest in the area of photocatalysis dur-
ing the past decade has led to an intensified study on the
so-called traditional semiconductor materials (Park et al.
2013). Photocatalysis uses visible light illumination to
produce photoexcited carriers in the photocatalysts. Af-
ter that, the excited carriers, i.e. holes (h+) and electrons
(e−), pass to the surface of the photocatalyst for oxida-
tive and reductive reactions, respectively (Hoffmann
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et al. 1995). The photodegradation of organic contami-
nation and O2 evolution is especially needed to utilize
the active semiconductors in visible light as renewable
sources (Huang et al. 2014). Amongmany photocatalyst
candidates, BiVO4 may be the most promising (Wang
et al. 2012). The BiVO4 photocatalysts for visible oxi-
dation was first reported by Kudo et al. (1998). Subse-
quently, considerable effort has been given to under-
stand the nature of the monoclinic BiVO4 (energy gap
of about 2.4) responsible for the restricted intrinsic
catalytic properties (Walsh et al. 2009; Regmi et al.
2019). Determining this nature may be possible through
detailed experimental and theoretical studies on the
mobility and collection of photogenerated charge car-
riers (Saison et al. 2015), transport charges to catalytic
sites (Mohamed et al. 2019), improper position of the
conduction band (Meng and Zhang 2016) and poor light
adsorption abilities; all of which have been associated
with the structure of monoclinic BiVO4 (Lin et al.
2017). A variety of choices (such as controlling the size
(Xu et al. 2018), surface modification (Pi et al. 2014),
novel nanostructures (Jaihindh et al. 2019),
heterojunction structures (Lopes et al. 2016) and poros-
ity (Kim and Choi 2014)) have been proposed to over-
come the undesirable recombination of (e−) and (h+) and
complete the conduction band position requirements
(Tan et al. 2017). To date, design of BiVO4 hierarchical
structures is another functional choice to develop pho-
tocatalytic degradation performance (Hu et al. 2019;
Takashima et al. 2019). The tailoring of novel topolo-
gies, such as dendritic, comb-like, saw, star, rings, tubes
and hyper-branching, exhibits multiple advantages
(Abbood et al. 2013) such as increased active sites, rate
relocation of reactant molecules and increased efficien-
cy of incident light capture (Wang et al. 2016).

Consequently, a flexible, easy, low cost and environ-
menta l ly f r i end ly s t r a t egy to improve the
photoresponsive efficiency of BiVO4 has been found
through doping with suitable ions/atoms (Chen et al.
2019; Obregón and Colón 2014; Pattengale and Huang
2016; Saithathul Fathimah et al. 2014; Wang et al.
2017). The doping ions/atoms have replaced either the
Bi(I) or V(II) atoms but little attention has been paid to
replace the O(III) site of BiVO4 (Ullah et al. 2018).
Based on a previous work (Yin et al. 2013), desired
changes are considered expedient due to the fluctuations
in band gaps and increasing e− or h+ densities after
inserting the dopant into the regular lattice of BiVO4

(Zhao et al. 2010). Indeed, an actual correlation exists

among the dopant valence state, place in the lattice, and
amount of solid-state solution (Usai et al. 2013). Fur-
thermore, the difference in the atomic size of the host
and dopant states in the lattice is dissimilar with the
corresponding oxides of metals, as manifested by the
solubility level in a host structure (Geng et al. 2015). In
this context, Li et al. (2013) revealed an increased num-
ber of oxygen vacancies resulting from the exchange of
an O atom-doped F− ion to build an F–V–O system in
the crystal lattice of bismuth vanadate. The photocata-
lytic properties of BiVO4 in the visible zone can be
further tuned by the alignment and synergistic effects
of metal ion/non-metals as a co-dopant (Zheng et al.
2016). For example, a higher photoactivity toward the
degradation of methyl orange has been reported by
Wang et al. (2013a) after introducing optimal concen-
trations of Eu, B in BiVO4. The synergy between B and
Eu under visible light contributes to increased oxygen
vacancies, reduction in the band gap and creation of a
higher specific area. Wang et al. (2013b) reported La
and B-co-doped BiVO4 and demonstrated that La(III)
inhibits the recombination of photogenerated electrons.
Zhengs group (Wang et al. 2015) used the sol-gel
method to synthesize the N and Sm couple-doped
BiVO4. The absorption in the visible zone and
photoactivity of N and Sm addition are clearly en-
hanced due to the combined behaviours of the co-
dopants. Xue et al. (2017) ascribed the superior
photoactivity of Eu and F couple-doped BiVO4 mi-
crospheres to the synergistic effect of the Eu and F
co-doping. Finally, the effects of S and W co-doping
on the photoactivity of BiVO4 have been studied by
Regmi et al. in detail (2018).

Based on literature (Wang et al. 2014; Gu et al. 2015;
Jiang et al. 2016; Luo et al. 2017), the F− and Ce3+ ions
can improve photocatalytic efficiency if they are prop-
erly co-doped in the monoclinic BiVO4 lattice. Herein, a
unique double-sided comb-like F/Ce co-doped BiVO4

composed of microrods and nanosheets was constructed
via simple hydrothermal process assisted with calcina-
tions. A time-dependent study was also carried out to
explore the growth and possible mechanism of the prod-
ucts. Significantly, the BFCe exhibits higher photocata-
lytic activities than the other prepared samples for both
water decomposing and dye degradation. Additionally,
we explored the roles of Ce+3 and F− dopants and have
discussed the reactive species-trapping tests in order to
gain an in-depth knowledge on the increased photocat-
alytic performance.
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Materials and methods

Materials

All chemical reagents are of analytical grade and were
purchased from Beijing Chemicals Co., Ltd., and used
as received without further purification.

Preparation of photocatalysts

BiVO4 was fabricated by a simple hydrothermal route. Bi
(NO3)3.5H2O (1.5522 g, 3.199 mmol) and EDTA
(1.305 g, 4.465 mmol) were dissolved in 15-mL deion-
ized (DI) water, forming a cheated Bi complex labelled as
solution A. In another beaker, (0.3743 g, 3.199 mmol)
NH4VO3 was dispersed in 15 mL (DI), and this solution
was labelled as solution B. Under vigorous mixing for
several minutes, solution B was gradually added into
solution A. Subsequently, the pH of the mixture was
adjusted to 10 with aqueous 10% NaOH. The colour of
the precipitate slowly changed to yellow. Then, a certain
amount of Ce(NO3)3.6H2O and (0.031 g, 0.738 mmol)
NaF was added to the mixture. To prepare different
samples, the mass ratio of Ce3+ to F− was adjusted to
0.7, 1.2 and 2.1, respectively. Finally, the mixture was
poured into a 40-mL Teflon-lined stainless steel auto-
clave, sealed tightly and kept at 180 °C for 12 h. The
autoclave was cooled naturally, and the double comb-like
structure powders were collected, washed with water and
anhydrous ethanol several times and dried at 70 °C for
12 h. The obtained product was heated at 400 °C for 1 h.
The co-doping sample was labelled as BFCe, the single
dopant by Ce3+ was labelled as BCe, the single dopant by
F−was labelled as BF, and pristine BiVO4was labelled as
BVO. The final composition (wt%) of Ce3+ and F− in
bismuth vanadate was determined by XPS.

Characterization techniques

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were detected by an X-
ray diffractometer (Panalytical X’Pert Pro; Netherlands)
with Cu Ka (λ = 0.15418 nm), at an angular 2θ and speed
of 2° per minute. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) of
the samples was determined on a Micromeritics ASAP
2020M Surface Area and Porosity Analyzer. The as-
prepared sample was degassed at 110 °C for 8 h under
vacuum (10−5 bars). Surfacemorphologies of synthesized
samples were performed by field emission scanning elec-
tron microscopy (FE-SEM) (SIRION 200). Raman

spectrometer (HR 800, LabRam, Horiba) with a 532.15-
nm excitation wavelength and X-ray photoelectron spec-
trometer (XPS-AXIS-ULTRA DLD high-performance
imaging, Shimadzu, Japan) were used to analyse the
functional groups on the surface and the chemical com-
position of these materials. Photoluminescence (PL) tests
were performed on a (FLS980, Edinburg Instruments,
UK) spectrophotometer fitted with a photomultiplier tube
(PMT) detector (Hamamatsu). The excitation source was
a standard 450 W Xenon lamp. The nitrogen adsorption-
desorption isotherms were carried out with an ASAP
2020 adsorption apparatus (Micromeritics Instrument
Co., USA).

Photocatalytic activity

Photo-oxidation of water

The photocatalytic oxidation activity of the prepared
Ce-BiVO4 powder samples was performed in 100 mL
of AgNO3 (00.1 M) solution under UV−vis light from a
250-W mercury lamp, GYZ 220–230 V, Philips Elec-
tronics coupled with a cut-off filter L42. A total of
50 mg of the as-photocatalyst was suspended into the
AgNO3 solution kept at room temperature in a gas-
closed-circulation system; subsequently, the system
was sealed, and purged with carrier gas N2 for 30 min
to remove the residual oxygen. The amount of O2 pro-
duction was assessed by gas chromatography using a
thermal conductivity detector (GC7890II, Tianmei,
Shanghai; nitrogen carrier gas). The irradiance of the
lamp just above the solution has been measured, and the
visible light intensity was about 0.8846 MW/cm2.

Photocatalytic degradation

The photodegradation of activity of a rhodamine blue
solution (RhB, λmax = 554 nm) was determined in a
three-neck glass reactor (250 mL) equipped with a re-
flux condenser and air diffusion. The fixed as-prepared
powder (50 mg) was dispersed in a RhB (10 mg L−1 in
200 mL) aqueous solution, followed by at least 30 min
stirring in the absence of light in order to achieve
adsorption–desorption equilibrium of RhB on the
photocatalyst surface. The suspension was then expose
to visible light irradiation by a 250-W (GYZ 220–230)
mercury lamp, Philips Electronics (filter to cut off light
less than λ = 420 nm). The light intensity applied to the
photoreaction vessel was approximately 0.8846 MW/
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cm2 for 100 min. A series of 5-mL samples were taken
every 20 min and separated from the suspended catalyst
particles for spectrophotometric monitoring (Shimadzu,
model No. 2450s) analysis.

Result and discussion

XRD and crystal analysis

Figure 1 displays the X-ray patterns of the as-
synthesized samples that underwent hydrothermal pro-
cess and calcination at 500 °C. All the reflection peaks
of undoped (BVO), F (BF), Ce (BCe) single-doped
bismuth vanadate and the co-dopant BFCe products
can be indexed to a monoclinic-scheelite BiVO4 (JCPD
No: 14-0688). Moreover, the BVO favoured the growth
along the (040) direction, whereas co-doping with F/Ce
and doping with F− or Ce3+ seemed to have an opposite
effect. A gradual slight shift in peak (121) toward the left
(lower angle) was observed with doping by F−, Ce3+

and F−/Ce3+ co-doping, thereby suggesting the effective
incorporation of the dopant to change the local environ-
mental structure of monoclinic-scheelite bismuth vana-
date. No characteristic peaks for Ce3+ or F− or their
oxide species indicated the substitution of Ce3+ and F−

in the BiVO4 crystal lattice rather than the constitution
of other phases. Furthermore, the single doping or co-
doping of Ce3+ and F− did not change most of the
pattern positions nor induce the transition of the mono-
clinic phase to the tetragonal structure. The key factor to
stabilize the monoclinic structure was the ability to
replace O2− with F− under similar oxidation state and

match the ionic radius of Ce3+ and Bi3+. The 121 plane
for monoclinic BiVO4 was selected to calculate the
average crystallite size (D) and lattice distortion (ε) by
using the Scherrer equation: D = 0.9λ/(βcosθ) and
ε= (Δd/d)% = (β/4tanθ)%. The variation in crystal
sizes due to single doping and co-doping is listed in
Table 1. The F− doping slightly increased the ε, which
can suppress the recombination of e−–h+ pairs. The D
decreased in the BF sample, which can be attributed
directly to substitution of lattice O2− to F−. However, Ce
doping clearly increased the D.

FE-SEM analysis

Figure 2 illustrates the FE-SEM images of the BFCe
powder prepared at a temperature of 210 °C and reaction
time of 12 h. The sample contained several 3D BFCe
micro/nanostructures with an average size of about 2 μm,
suggesting that high yield and acceptable uniformity can
be readily attained by this strategy (Fig. 2a, b). The
magnified FE-SEM image in Fig. 2c and d clearly indi-
cates that each side of the 2D nanosheets represented
unevenly distributed microrod arrays. The majority of
this sample showed morphology just like the structure
of the double-sided comb assembled by BFCe microrods
and 2D BFCe nanosheets. The microrod array grew
perpendicularly on both surfaces of the nanosheets. The
average thickness, width and length of the nanosheets
were approximately 50, 300 and 800 nm, respectively.
The average diameter and length of the BFCe microrods
were approximately 200 nm and 1.2 μm, respectively.
The FE-SEM images of the BVO, BF and BFCe samples
are shown in Fig. SI (Supplementary Information).

XPS analysis

The chemical composition and local electronic environ-
ment of the pure, doped and co-doped double-sided
comb-like BiVO4 micro/nanostructures were analysed
by XPS. The overall scan spectrum shown in Fig. 3a
revealed the existence of O, V, Bi and C elements in the
BVO, whereas F− and Ce3+ were observed in the doped
and co-doped powders. The results for the binding ener-
gies were adjusted on the basis of the C1s value of
284.6 eV. As shown in Fig. 3b, two strong symmetric
peaks cantered at binding energies of 158.7 and 164 eV
were generally assigned to the spin-orbit splitting of Bi
4f7/2 and Bi 4f5/2, respectively (Liu et al. 2017b). The
slight shifting of peaks in theBF, BCe andBFCe samples
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Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction patterns of fabricated samples
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may be caused by the different electro-negativities and
strong interaction of dopants F− and Ce3+ with O, Vand
Bi (Kong et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2019).

The F1s X-ray photoelectron spectra for the BF and
BFCe samples are presented in Fig. 3c. The peaks of F1s
were at 683.98 and 684.26 eV for the BF and BFCe
products, respectively, which can be ascribed to the F−

substituting the O2− in the lattice of bismuth vanadate to
create an F–V–O system (Li et al. 2013). Moreover, the
higher electronegativity of F− than O2− and replacing
Bi3+ with Ce3+ increased the transfer of more electrons
to the F− and/or reduced the electron density of the
vanadium atoms. Thus, a comparatively higher binding
energy (684.26 eV) for BF than for V-F and/or Bi-F was
found in BFCe (the F1s binding energy was 683.98 eV).
These results suggested that the F− dopant easily ex-
changed the O in the bismuth vanadate crystal structure
via hydrothermal processes without absorbing F on the
vanadium and/or bismuth in the BF and BFCe products.
This suggestion was also supported by the unchanged
position of the diffraction peak in the XRD outcomes.

The XPS signals of the Ce3+ 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 ions can
be fitted into two sets of two Gaussian peaks at 872.16
and 879.91 eV; 886.54 and 889.33 eV for BCe; and
870.99, 874.66, 888.08 and 892.03 eV for BFCe (Fig.
3d). No peaks corresponding to the Ce4+ 4f states and
any Ce species were observed during the X-ray analysis.
The binding energy value for Ce3+ was smaller than the
one achieved previously (Luo et al. 2017), indicating
that the occurrence of F− in the crystal lattice seriously
affected the electronic structure environment. These
results suggest that the addition of Ce3+ can be incorpo-
rated into the lattice of bismuth vanadate via the hydro-
thermal route.

The asymmetric profiles of the V 2p3/2 in Fig. 3e
indicated two peaks for each sample, that is 516.27 and
517.01 eV for BVO, 516.31 and 516.97 eV for BCe,
516.50 and 517.13 eV for BF and 516.58 and 517.27 eV
for BFCe, thereby demonstrating the V4+ (as minor) and
V5+ (as major) species (Regmi et al. 2017). By contrast,

the appearance of the V4+ peak may be caused by the
substitution of Ce3+ instead of Bi3+ in the crystal lattice.
The V4+/V5+ molar ratios on the surface region of BVO,
BCe, BF and BFCe were 0.098, 0.19, 0.28 and 0.42,
respectively, as estimated by the XPS. An increase in the
V4+/V5+ ratio favoured photocatalysis, where V4+

distorted the VO4 tetrahedron structure and behaved as
h+ and trap e− by altering the photoexcited e−–h+ pairs’
recombination on the photocatalyst surface (Wang et al.
2017).

Fig. 3f shows the XPS spectra of O1s for the BVO,
BF, BCe and BFCe products. The BVO showed a signal
centred in the 530.07-eV region. Each asymmetrical
broad peak for the BF, BCe and BFCe products illus-
trated two signals. The stronger signal was found in the
lattice oxygen (Olatt) at 529.83–530.12 eV, while the
weaker signal at a binding energy of 530.94–
531.79 eV is for adsorbed oxygen (Oads) species (Li
et al. 2017). The molar ratios of Oads to Olatt at the
surface were 0.11 for BVO, 0.36 for BF, 0.25 for BCe
and 0.39 for BFCe. The quantity of chemisorbed oxy-
gen in the BFCe sample was higher than that in the
undoped BVO, BF and BCe samples, suggesting that
the creation of oxygen vacancies was due to co-doping.
Photoinduced electrons were also captured through the
assistance of defects, which resulted in double doping,
of which the recombination of h+ and e− production was
severely limited. The hydroxyl group (OH−) and
adsorbed water on the surface of the photocatalyst were
able to react with the h+ during photocatalysis to form
(•OH) radicals, which were responsible for the decom-
position of organic effluents. As shown in Table S1, the
BFCe sample possessed higher amounts of surface V+4

and Oads species than the BVO, BiF and BCe samples
due to the coexistence of F− and Ce3+ (Park et al. 2011).

Raman analysis

Fig. S2 displays the Raman curve of the samples derived
from calcination at 500 °C. The spectra of the BVO, BF,

Table 1 Average crystallite size, band structure-specific surface areas (BET) and rate constant of the fabricated samples

Sample Crystal size ɛ% Eg (eV) EVB (eV) ECB (eV) Surface area BET (m2/g) Rate const. (k in min−1)

BVO 23.67 15.85 2.29 2.268 0.42 29.87 0.00077

BF 19.13 18.36 2.23 2.66 0.43 32.00 0.00105

BCe 28.9 21.73 2.16 2.62 0.46 33.75 0.00158

BFCe 30.64 22.54 2.08 2.58 0.5 42.15 0.00311
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BCe and BFCe samples illustrated absorptions at
829.72, 317.62, 360.87 and 201.60 cm−1, respectively,
which were ascribed to the symmetric bending, sym-
metric stretching and asymmetric bending modes, re-
spectively, of VO4

−3. No shifts in the main Raman bands
led to the conclusion that the Ce atoms did not replace V
in the crystal system, which was in agreement with the
result of previous literature (Gu et al. 2016). The purity
of BVO, BF, BCe and BFCe can be unambiguously
ensured as no other ascended peaks were apparent in
the Raman charts. These results suggested an improved
monoclinic structure of BiVO4 in the as-prepared pow-
ders and XRD findings.

Optical property analysis

The optical absorption spectra of BF, BCe and BFCe
photocatalysts in comparisonwith BVO are displayed in
Fig. 4a. The wavelength of absorption obtained for all
samples was more than 500 nm, suggesting strong

absorption in the visible zone and the monoclinic phase
of BiVO4. The absorption signals of the products were
altered in a systematic manner. Different dopants nor-
mally induce dissimilar band gaps. The red shift trend is
a reliable method to determine the transition band gap
energy as calculated by the Kubelka-Munk formula
shown in Eq. (1).

αhνð Þn ¼ A hν−Eg

� � ð1Þ

where hν, α and Eg are the photon energy, absorption
coefficient and band gap energy (eV), respectively, and
the constant A is equal to one (Xiao et al. 2017). Given
that BiVO4 is classified as a direct semiconductor, the
value of n is 2. The band gaps were estimated on the
basis of linear part of the (αhυ)2− versus hυ plot, as
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4a. Table 1 shows that the
hybridization of the orbital’s O2p, F1s and Bi6s and
disturbance in the valence band (Wang et al. 2014)
resulted in the band gap of BF at 2.23 eV, which was

Fig. 2 (a, b) and (c, d) presented the low and high-magnification FESEM images of BFCe sample
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lower than that of BVO at 2.29 eV. The lattice deforma-
tion and formed vacancy occurred when Ce3+ was in-
troduced, leading to the band gap of BCe being reduced
further to 2.21 eV. Consequently, the F− and Ce3+ co-
dopants can synergistically be responsible for the en-
hanced photoactivity, because the reduction in the band
gap of BFCe to 2.08 eV increased the separation rate of
photogeneration e−–h+ pairs.

As shown in Table 1, the position of the band edge of
the BFCe powder was estimated using the equation
EVB =χ−Eo + 0.5Eg, where Eg, Eo, EVB and χ are the
measured band gap, free electron energy in hydrogen scale
(∼ 4.5 eV), potential valence band tail and electronegativ-
ity (6.04 for bulk BiVO4), respectively (He et al. 2018).
Similarly, the equation ECB =EVB −Eg was employed to
determine the conduction band ECB position (Abbood and
Huang 2018), and the values are listed in Table 1.

Generally, the couple doping of F− and Ce3+ leads to
a reduction in the band gap through the intermixing of
hybridized O2p and Bi6s with the F1s in the valence
band of the as-prepared bismuth vanadate. The higher
valence electrons of Ce3+ atoms than those of Bi or V
atoms supplied excess electrons that encouraged the rise
in Fermi energy level with the generation of an in-gap
situation between the conduction and valence bands.
This level of in-gap energy assisted in the successive

photoexcitation from the highest valence band to the
bottom of the conduction band under visible light illu-
mination, thereby loading easy charge transfer. Hence,
the synergetic effect of couple dopants F− and Ce3+

enhanced the absorption efficiency, which subsequently
improved the photoactivity of the BFCe sample.

Photoluminescence spectroscopy

The PL spectra are suitable for investigating the transfer,
migration and separation efficiency of the e−–h+ pairs in
the prepared photocatalysts (Liu et al. 2017a). As shown
in Fig. 4b, the BF, BCe, BFCe and BVO samples
displayed broad emission spectra in the range of 510–
580 nm centred at approximately 530 nm at an excita-
tion wavelength of 335 nm. However, the signal inten-
sity for the single and co-doped samples showed a
remarkable drop compared with vanadate BVO. The
intense emission from BVO can be attributed to the
intrinsic luminescence because of the recombination
between the e− in the conduction band and h+ in the
valence band. The decrease in the PL intensity of the
BFCe sample was a solid indication of the enhanced e−–
h+ separation efficiency in the surface of the sample as a
result of doping. This result led to the smallest recom-
bination rate of e−–h+ pairs in the BFCe product under

Fig. 3 XPS spectra of the synthesized samples. a Survey spec-
trum of BVO, BF, BCe and BFCe. b High-resolution Bi4f spectra
of BVO, BF, BCe and BFCe. c F1s peak of BF and BFCe. dHigh-

resolution deconvoluted Ce 3D spectra of BCe, and BFCe. e, f
High-resolution V2p and O1s spectra for BVO, BF, BCe and
BFCe, respectively
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visible light illumination and high photoactivity that
coinc ided wi th the subsequent increase in
photodegradation of RhB.

Formation mechanism

The growth of double-sided comb structures can be
understood on the basis of metal oxide seed thickness
(Fig. S3). Many models have been promoted to explain
the formation of inorganic comb-like nanostructure (Lao
et al. 2004; Tian et al. 2006). A similar process was
suggested by Li et al. (2016) for the synthesis of 3D
double-sided comb-like ZnO on Si substrate seed thick-
ness. These growth mechanisms can be used to explain
the formation of the proposed BFCe. In this regard, the
time-dependent morphological evolution of the interme-
diate formation was performed at various time intervals
of 3, 6, 9 and 12 h in the hydrothermal process followed
by calcination at 500 °C for 1 h. The FE-SEM images of
the different intermediate products clearly revealed the
growth process (Fig. S3). At the early reaction stage, no
precipitate appeared before two and a half hours. After
3 h, irregular nanoparticles were produced, as shown in
(Fig. S3a). Nanosheet arrays were obtained at 6 h, but
the surface of the nanosheets was almost smooth (Fig.
S3b). After 9 h, nanoparticles with different diameters
can be clearly observed on the double-sided nanosheets
surfaces (Fig. S3c). Upon prolonging the reaction time
to 9 h, nanoparticles grew on the double-sided nano-
sheets, and their growth fronts were not similar. This
finding suggested commonality in the growth process.
After 12 h of hydrothermal reaction, the microrod

density and length of the two surfaces of the nanosheets
increased (Fig. S3d) which was an evidence of different
growth modes. This observation excluded the possibil-
ity of the dendrite morphology formation of the powder.
A schematic of the BFCe is summarized in Fig. S4.

O2 evolution through water splitting

Figure 5 shows the photocatalytic water oxidation ac-
tivities of BVO, BF, BCe and BFCe samples in a mix-
ture containing silver nitrate (0.1 M) as an electron
scavenger under visible light illumination. The BVO
exhibited low photocatalytic water oxidation activity
(82.97 μmol g−1). As F− and Ce3+ were incorporated,
the photoactivities of O2 generation reaction progres-
sively increased to 142.55 and 181.29 μmol g−1 for the
BF and BCe samples, respectively. The highest photo-
catalytic activity of 338.59 μmol g−1 represented an
increase in a factor of 4 obtained from the co-doped
sample BFCe compared with BVO. The O2 evolution
ceased after 100 min (Fig. 5) due to silver cluster depo-
sition on the reactor walls that prevented the visible light
coming from the outside of the reaction vessel. Indeed,
this limitation was previously highlighted byWang et al.
(2019). Thus, the improved photocatalytic O2 activity
was a consequence of the charge separation at the BFCe
surface.

Photodegradation of RhB

The photocatalytic activities of the as-prepared
photocatalysts were detected using the optical

Fig. 4 aUV-Vis DRS spectra of the synthesised sample, inserted plots of (ahn)2 versus hn for the band gap energy. bRoom temperature PL
spectra of the samples
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absorption at 554 nm of the RhB solution under visible
light irradiation. Results showed the minimal adsorption
of the RhB dye on BFCe surfaces and no tendency to
catalysed dark reactions to the surface of the samples.
Furthermore, the direct photolysis of RhB via visible
light illumination (Fig. 6a) was unimportant. These
results suggest that photocatalytic conversion was re-
sponsible for removing RhB. A remarkable enhance-
ment in the decomposition of RhB was detected in the
presence of the as-prepared samples (Fig. 6a).

Under visible light illumination, the photocatalytic
degradation efficiencies of RhB on the as-prepared
BVO, BF, BCe and BFCe products were 37.9%,
68.213%, 66.7% and 94.8%, respectively, at 100 min.
The highest decomposition rate was found on co-doped
BFCe. The absorbance curve of BFCe illustrated the
disappearance of signals in the region of λ < 400 nm
(inset of Fig. 5a), which can be ascribed to the degrada-
tion of the phenyl ring of RhB. The effect of Ce3+

concentration on the degradation of RdB was also stud-
ied (Fig. S5).

Circulating tests on the photodegradation of the RhB
dye under visible light were applied to verify the pho-
tocatalytic stability of the BFCe sample (Fig. 6b). After
the three recycling of the photodecomposed of RhB dye,
the photoactivity of this sample slightly decreased, in-
dicated that the BFCe has good photostability, which is
particularly important for the practical application of
BFCe.

Given that the RhB dye can absorb light in the visible
region, a number of mechanisms can be proposed for its
photodegradation by BFCe. (1) The direct photolysis of
RhB is typically very slow and impractical because of

the tools used to remove the RhB dye from waste water.
(2) The RhB photoanodic or photocathodic sensitization
(i.e. charge injection from a photoexcited dye leaving
unstable RhB dye RhB−•/RhB+•), and the injected
charges, may form other radicals. (3) In the photocata-
lytic oxidation process, generally, the organic materials
are attacked by photogenerated active species, including
hydroxyl radical (•OH), h+ and/or superoxide anion
radical (•O2

−) scavengers (Yang et al. 2019; Yu et al.
2019). Thus, the photodegradation depends on the ad-
sorption of the RhB dye, OH−, H+, O2 and/or H2O on
the surface of BFCe. Tert-butyl alcohol (TBA), benzo-
quinone (BQ) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA) were added to photoreaction system as the
scavengers of •OH, •O2

− and h+, respectively, to deter-
mine the mechanism of photodegradation and further
explore the relationship among the function of these
radicals in the photodegradation process (Fig.
6c).When BQ was added, the decomposition rate of
RhB dye decreases slightly, and there was no obvious
modification when TBA is added. However, the decom-
position rate is decreased considerably with EDTA ad-
dition. Thus, h+ is the dominant active radical in the
photodegradation followed by •O2

−, whereas the •OH
radical contributed little to the photodegradation process
with BFCe. The RhB dye was degraded by the partici-
pation of h+, •O2

− and •OH in small fragments.
The pseudo-first order reaction equationwas success-

fully applied to calculate the kinetics reaction constants
and further investigate the mechanism (Abbood et al.
2012). Figure 6d presents the time profiles of ln Co/C
under illumination, where C is the concentration of RhB
dye at illumination time t and Co is the original concen-
tration of the RhB dye. As shown in Table 1, the BFCe
product had the highest rate constant of 0.00311 min−1

which was roughly twice as large as that of the other
prepared samples. Thus, the co-doping of F− and Ce3+

resulted in a synergistic effect, thereby intensifying the
photocatalytic performance (Li et al. 2018; Prasad et al.
2020).

The relationship between the rates of photodegradation
and the surface area was investigated; Fig. 6e shows that
the rate constant k was strictly related to the BETsurface
area of the photocatalytic materials and thus to the extent
of RhB adsorption on the photocatalysts (Hou et al.
2012; Ahmed et al. 2020). The specific surface area
and kinetic constants of the BVO were clearly minor.
The larger surface areas and rate constant of BFCe
appear to play a role in its photodecomposition rate

Fig. 5 Photocatalytic O2 evolution for samples under UV−vis
light irradiation
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which was higher than those of the BF and BCe samples
(Zhao et al. 2019). The tendency between the BET
surface area and the D from X-ray analyses was well
corresponded due to the reduced agglomeration of the
BiVO4 particles. All these finding inferred that mor-
phology and surface area were important for the
photodegradation process.

Based on the above analyses, F− and Ce3+ played a
significant role on the photocatalytic performance of the
co-doped BVO samples. The mechanism of the BFCe
photoreaction is proposed in Fig. 6S to understand the
role of F− and Ce3+. First, F− and Ce3+ dopants resulted in
lattice distortions because they entered into the pure
BiVO4 and substituted O

2− and Bi3+ locations, generating
impurity energy levels in bismuth vanadate. These energy
levels can trap the e−, thereby enhancing the charge
carrier separation efficiency and leaving more h+ to share
in the oxidation reactions. Second, F− and Ce3+ co-
doping prevented crystal phase change lead to formation
of double-sided micro/nanostructure morphology, suit-
able V4+/V5+ ratio and optimized energy band structures.
Third, synergistic effects of F− and Ce3+ may be respon-
sible for an increased population of conductive e− in the
BFCe and efficient charge transport. As the main active
species in degradation, the •O2

− in the conduction band

with more negative potentials is more appropriate for the
decomposition of organic pollutants to small molecules.
BFCe showed the most important photocatalytic perfor-
mance, making it a good candidate compound for the
application of organic contamination decomposition.

Conclusion

The experimental results illustrated that BFCe had the
highest photocatalytic among the samples. The en-
hanced photocatalytic activity of BFCe indicated that
the synergistic F− and Ce3+ function as h+ traps, thereby
facilitating the separation of h+ and e−. To the best of our
knowledge, a double-sided comb-like monoclinic
BiVO4 has not been reported previously. This type of
monoclinic BiVO4 with a new morphology and co-
doped with F− and Ce3+ is expected to expand its
potential photocatalytic properties in environmental re-
mediation and water splitting applications.
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Fig. 6 a Photodegradation curves of RhB used as samples. b
Recycling test for the photodegradation of RhB on BFCe. c
Photocatalytic degradation of RhB over BFCe with the addition
of BQ, TBA and EDTA. d Kinetics of the RhB degradation

catalysed by as-products. e The kinetics rate constants (k) of
photodegradation and surface areas of as-powdered under the
visible light
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